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20

ABSTRACT

21

Humans depend on microbial communities for numerous ecosystem services such as global

22

nutrient cycles, plant growth and their digestive health. Yet predicting dynamics and

23

functioning of these complex systems is hard, making interventions to enhance functioning

24

harder still. One simplifying approach is to assume that functioning can be predicted from the

25

set of enzymes present in a community. Alternatively, ecological and evolutionary dynamics

26

of species, which depend on how enzymes are packaged among species, might be vital for

27

predicting community functioning. I investigate these alternatives by extending classical

28

chemostat models of bacterial growth to multiple species that evolve in their use of chemical

29

resources. Ecological interactions emerge from patterns of resource use, which change as

30

species evolve in their allocation of metabolic enzymes. Measures of community functioning

31

derive in turn from metabolite concentrations and bacterial density. Although the model shows

32

considerable functional redundancy, species packaging does matter by introducing constraints

33

on whether enzyme levels can reach optimum levels for the whole system. Evolution can either

34

promote or reduce functioning compared to purely ecological models, depending on the shape

35

of trade-offs in resource use. The model provides baseline theory for interpreting emerging data

36

on evolution and functioning in real bacterial communities.

37
38

INTRODUCTION

39

Many biological processes that humans depend upon – such as global nutrient cycling, plant

40

growth and digestive health – rely on the action of microbial communities with hundreds or

41

even thousands of species [1-4]. A key challenge is therefore to understand such complex

42

systems in sufficient detail to be able to predict overall functioning and how it changes under

43

fluctuating conditions [5, 6].
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44

In both microbes and eukaryotes, measures of functioning such as yield or productivity tend to

45

increase towards an asymptote as species diversity increases [7]. However, the mechanisms for

46

these effects, in terms of resource use of species, interactions among species and their dynamics

47

over time, remain largely unknown [8]. Models are needed to identify key features that

48

determine community functioning, and how we can modify them to enhance function [9, 10].

49

The bacteria in our digestive tracts are a notable case [11]. Outnumbering human cells and

50

containing 300 times as many metabolic genes as the human genome [12], the gut community

51

breaks down indigestible macromolecules in our diet and releases beneficial compounds [3, 13].

52

The resulting metabolites provide a source of energy, especially in non-industrialised diets, and

53

feed into numerous physiological pathways, including appetite regulation and immune

54

responses [14, 15]. Disruption of the gut microbiota and of metabolite production leads to gut

55

disease and impaired health.

56

Despite the wealth of new data coming from metagenome sequencing, it remains unclear how

57

beneficial functions of microbiomes depend on the action of constituent species. Some authors

58

argue for widespread functional redundancy and that a far smaller set of species could perform

59

adequate function [16, 17]. Alternatively, full diversity might be vital for overall functioning,

60

if species have specialized metabolic roles and provide robustness of functioning in varying

61

conditions such as fluctuation in diet [18]. Metabolic function of component species can be

62

inferred from genome sequences [19] or from culture or co-culture experiments [20]. The hard

63

part is to map from species metabolism and growth to overall community functioning.

64

One simplifying approach is to infer function from metagenomes without considering how

65

genes are packaged into species [12]. Many animal and plant ecologists would be skeptical of

66

predicting ecosystem functioning from a homogenized blend of species traits. Although the

67

metagenome provides a snapshot of the metabolic diversity [21], population dynamics and

3
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68

hence relative abundances of different functions depend on whole genomes and their growth in

69

a community of species. However, flux balance approaches for modeling metabolism of single

70

cells are useful without considering internal metabolite and enzyme dynamics in detail, and

71

recently these have been applied to communities [22, 23]. Perhaps species densities shift to

72

produce concentrations of enzymes at steady-state that are the same at the whole-system level

73

irrespective of how those enzymes are packaged among species.

74

Another issue for predicting functioning of microbial communities is evolution of component

75

species [24]. In productive communities such as the gut, species are likely to evolve over short

76

timescales (weeks) in response to changes in physical environment, resource availability, or

77

species interactions [25, 26]. Evolution in resource use might alter overall functioning of the

78

community. For example, if species evolve to partition resources or to increase their rate of use

79

of metabolites, this could enhance degradation of input resources [27]. Alternatively, evolution

80

might reduce functioning if species evolve to degrade intermediates that are beneficial for

81

overall functioning. Natural selection operates on individuals rather than on the whole

82

community, so evolution does not necessarily optimize ecosystem functioning. The interplay

83

between ecological and evolutionary responses should therefore determine whether functioning

84

can be predicted from a metagenome type approach or whether a species-based approach is

85

required.

86

I address these questions using a model of species metabolizing input resources via a series of

87

intermediates (Fig. 1). The model is an extension of standard chemostat models of bacterial

88

population growth [28-30], adding evolution of resource use of each species. It is designed to

89

use parameters that could be measured in experiments with real microbes, but simplified to

90

enable general understanding of such systems. Although many additional processes operate in

91

real systems, the model provides baseline predictions for evolution and functioning in real

92

bacterial communities. After illustrating how the model can be used to predict different aspects
4
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93

of functioning, I evaluate the effects of packaging the same enzymes in different ways among

94

species (focusing on the comparison of specialists and generalists), in both non-evolving and

95

evolving versions.

96

Figure 1 legend. Schematic diagram showing components and outputs of the model. Multiple

97

coexisting species vary in their ability to metabolise substrates in a metabolic pathway. A)

98

Substrates are connected through a pathway performed by a set of enzymes: Eij metabolises i

99

to j. B) Resource use of each species is specified by a matrix of enzyme allocations: species

100

can either be specialist on one substrate or generalists on multiple substrates. C) Species grow

101

in proportion to the amount of substrate they metabolise and D) substrate concentrations

102

change as they are degraded or produced by one or more species. From these variables, various

103

aspects of community functioning can be calculated, such as the rate of degradation of input

104

resources. In the evolutionary model, the enzyme allocations also evolve over time.

105
106

METHODS

107

Ecological model with no evolution

108

Consider n species with densities Nk (k=1,2,3,…,n) growing in an unstructured environment via

109

metabolism of m substrates with concentration Si (i=1 to m). There is flow through the system

110

at a constant dilution rate D (chemostat conditions). Some substrates are present in the inflow

111

(at concentration Qi) whereas others are absent and generated by metabolism of inflow

112

substrates. Both substrates and bacteria are removed in the outflow.

113

Growth occurs by metabolizing substrates according to a Monod growth function [29]. The rate

114

per cell of converting substrate i into substrate j in species k is

5
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𝑣"#$ 𝐸"#$ 𝑆"

115

𝐽"#$ =

116

where v is the maximum reaction rate per molecule of enzyme (sometimes called kcat), E is the

117

number of molecules of enzyme per cell, and K is the substrate concentration at which reaction

118

rate is half its maximum value (i.e. affinity for the substrate is 1/K, all parameters defined in

119

table 1). In order to explore additional analytical solutions, I also considered a simpler model

120

with a linear growth function, i.e. replacing 𝐽"#$ = 𝑣"#$ 𝐸"#$ 𝑆" .

)𝐾"#$ + 𝑆" ,

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1

121
122

Table 1. List of state variables and parameters
Term

Definition

Hypothetical units

Nk

Density of species k

Cells ml-1

Si

Concentration of substrate i

mmol ml-1

Eijk

Allocation of species k to enzyme metabolising Molecules cell-1 (relative to total
substrate i to substrate j

enzyme content, assumed fixed)

vijk

Maximum reaction rate

mmol molecule-1 enzyme

Kijk

Half-saturation constant

mmol ml-1

cijk

Conversion rate from metabolism to bacterial Cells mmol-1
density

μk

Mutation rate in species k

Molecules cell-1 day-1

D

Dilution rate

ml day-1

Qi

Input concentration of substrate i

mmol ml-1

a

Cost of generalism parameter

(Eijk)a has units molecules cell-1

123
124

The resource use of each species is defined by a matrix Ek that specifies the amount of enzyme

125

per cell for each reaction converting substrate i into substrate j. Species can be specialists on

126

one reaction (i.e. only one Eijk>0) or generalists on several. Constraints are used to define

127

pathways for the whole system (fig. 1); for example, here unidirectional catabolism breaking

6
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128

input resources into derived smaller molecules is assumed (only Eijk above the diagonal are

129

positive and input resources have the lowest indices i). Pathways can branch (Ei,,k is positive

130

for multiple j) or coalesce (E,jk is positive for multiple i). The total amount of enzyme produced

131

per cell is assumed fixed across all species [31]: resource use varies because species allocate

132

different proportions of their total metabolic enzyme to different reactions in a linear trade-off

133

[32]. The effects of varying the trade-off between specialism and generalism is considered

134

below. For simplicity, enzyme expression is assumed to be constitutive, i.e. there is no plasticity.

135

Alternative modes of expression such as regulated resource switching could be investigated in

136

future. Kinetics can vary across species and reactions: species with higher v for a given substrate

137

grow more rapidly at high substrate concentrations, those with lower K more efficiently at low

138

substrate concentrations.

139

The dynamics are then modelled by the following ordinary differential equations (ODEs),

140

which sum the metabolism of each substrate in each species:

141

𝑑𝑆"
= 𝐷(𝑄" −𝑆" ) − < 𝑁$ 𝐽"#$ + < 𝑁$ 𝐽#"$
𝑑𝑡

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2

𝑑𝑁$
= < 𝑐"#$ 𝑁$ 𝐽"#$ − 𝐷𝑁$
𝑑𝑡

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3

$>?,…,B
#>?,…,C

142

$>?,…,B
#>?,…,C

">?,…,C
#>?,…,C

143

The terms for substrate concentrations represent dilution, metabolism of substrate i and

144

production of substrate i in turn. The terms for population densities represent growth and

145

dilution in turn. Parameter cijk is a constant converting metabolism of a given reaction into

146

bacterial cells, which encapsulates both ATP produced per molecule of substrate and the

147

proportion of ATP devoted to growth [28]. Growth on multiple substrates is assumed to be

148

additive [30, 33] – substrates are alternative resources that can be metabolised without

149

interference (empirically reasonable, especially in low nutrient systems, [33, 34]. There are
7
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150

n+m state variables and up to 2nm(m-1) +m+1 parameters in the fully specified catabolic model

151

(only parameters above the diagonal for each matrix v, K, E and c). Parameter complexity is

152

simplified by constraining pathways (i.e. assigning many values to 0) or by restricting which

153

parameters are free to vary among species and reactions.

154

Analytical solutions - With continuous flow and no evolution, species growth and metabolism

155

leads to steady-state concentrations and species densities [30, 35]. Steady-state solutions for a

156

linear pathway performed by a set of species each specialized to metabolise just one substrate

157

can be calculated for the Monod model (Appendix, fig. 2). For substrate i used by species i,

158

steady-state values of the state variables are:

159

𝑆G" =

𝐷𝐾"
𝑐" 𝑣" − 𝐷

,

H" = 𝑐" (𝑄? − 𝑌" ) ,
𝑁

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌" = < 𝑆G#

Equations 4.1 and 4.2

#>? JK "

160

for all substrates except the final substrate (Appendix I, [29]). These solutions are stable as long

161

as species i grows faster than it is washed out by the outflow (fig. 2D). If so, the final substrate,

162

m, which is not metabolized, has steady-state concentration 𝑆GC =Q1-Ym. These expressions can

163

be used to calculate various measures of community functioning and to design possible

164

interventions to enhance functioning (Table 2, Appendix, fig. S1). Here, I focus on the steady-

165

state concentrations of input, intermediate and final substrates.

166

Figure 2 legend. Analytical solutions for a linear pathway with specialist species and no

167

evolution (A). Parameter values were: dilution rate, D=0.01 (in B and C); input substrate

168

concentration, Q1 = 0.5 (in D and E); all v = 0.2; all K = 1; values of c chosen from a normal

169

distribution with mean 1 and sd 0.2, = 1.56, 0.80, 0.89, 1.45 for each reaction in turn.

170

Increasing the concentration of input resource increases allows successive intermediate

171

substrates in the pathway to accumulate up to a maximum steady-state value (B), as species

172

performing those steps are able to grow faster than the rate of washout (C). Reactions with

8
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173

higher biomass yields per molecule of substrate metabolized (e.g. red and blue) have lower

174

steady-state concentrations of substrate and a faster increase in species density as input

175

resources increase. Increasing the dilution rate has a reverse kind of effect: only earlier steps

176

in the pathway can be sustained as dilution rates increase (D and E). For each intermediate

177

substrate, there is a single dilution rate that maximizes its concentration at steady-state (D),

178

which is the threshold below which the species that can use that substrate is able to persist (E).

179
180

Table 2. Example metrics of functioning that can be calculated for a chemostat model with a

181

linear pathway performed by a set of specialist species (see Appendix for derivations).
Scenario

Metric of functioning

Possible interventions to enhance functioning

Bioremediation

Reduce concentration of

Introduce a species with higher c1v1 or lower K1, which is

toxic input substrate in the

feasible as it would outcompete encumbent species [36].

outflow,

An easier solution is to reduce D.

𝑆G? =

𝐷𝐾?
𝑐? 𝑣? − 𝐷

Waste-water

Decompose the greatest

Set dilution rate to intermediate optimum value for

treatment

amount of input substrate

production, given by

per unit time,
D(Q1-𝑆G? )
Animal gut

𝐷KXJ =

𝑐? 𝑣? (𝐾? + 𝑄? − Y𝐾? (𝐾? + 𝑄? ) )
𝐾? + 𝑄?

Increase concentration of

Introducing a species with lower c1v1 or higher K1 is

intermediate substrate (e.g.

unfeasible, as it would be outcompeted by encumbent

short chain fatty acids),

species and could not invade. Instead could increase

𝑆G" =

𝐷𝐾"
𝑐" 𝑣" − 𝐷

mortality of species i, e.g. with selective antibiotics or
phage.
Easier option is to tune D to be slow enough to allow earlier
steps in pathway to be sustained but fast enough that
product i cannot sustain growth of a bacterial population,
defined by:
𝐷<

Bioreactor

[\ ]\ )^_ `a\ ,
)b\ c ^_ `a\ ,

[ ] (^ `a )

for all j < i but 𝐷 > (be ce ^_ `ae ).
e

_

e

Increase production of end

Increase concentration of input resource, or reduce Ki or

product,

increase civi of species performing any intermediate reaction

𝑆GC = Q1-Ym

9
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(the metabolic step to target with the biggest influence on
final yield be calculated, see Appendix).
If feasible, shorten the pathway, e.g. by finding a species
that converts substrate i to substrate i+2 directly (under
certain conditions, see Appendix).
Tune D to the optimal rate for production.

182
183

Evolutionary model

184

I added evolution to the chemostat model by assuming that species evolve through changes in

185

their enzyme allocation (matrix Ek for species k) over time, modeled as the product of the

186

genetic variance-covariance matrix (Gk) and the selection gradient, which relates the mean

187

g$ ) to changes in the expression level of each enzyme in turn:
growth rate of each species (𝑊

188

𝑑𝐄𝐤
g$
= 𝐆𝐤 𝛁𝑊
𝑑𝑡

189

g 𝜕𝑊
g$
g$
𝜕𝑊
𝜕𝑊
g$ = t $ ,
where the elements of 𝛁𝑊
,…,
x
𝜕𝐸?v 𝜕𝐸?w
𝜕𝐸"#

190

g$ is the mean growth rate per cell per unit time [37], i.e. equation 3 divided by Nk. The
and 𝑊

191

diagonal elements of matrix Gk are the heritable variation in enzyme expression, μk. Under the

192

constraint that total enzyme production is fixed and there are no other genetic correlations

193

among enzymes, the non-diagonal elements are -μk /(m-1). For example, with 2 enzymes the

194

genetic correlation between them is -1.0, i.e. as one increases in frequency the other decreases

195

by the equivalent amount. Boundary constraints were included in the simulations so that

196

changes to enzyme levels above one or below zero were truncated.

197

Equation 5 derives from quantitative genetics models of [38] as applied to clonal populations

198

by [39]. It assumes large populations and a lack of substructure within species (e.g.

199

diversification) such that changes can be modelled as changes in the mean phenotype of each

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 5.1

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 5.2

10
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200

population. It is chosen as the simplest model to allow changes in mean resource use without

201

introducing additional structure in an already complex model (Appendix).

202

Implementation

203

The model was simulated in the R statistical programming language using the lsoda function

204

of the deSolve package. Code is available from github. Simulations were run for the ecological

205

model (no evolution) and the evolutionary models in turn: initially for linear pathways with 1,

206

2 and 3 species, before implementing a branching and coalescing pathway performed by 8

207

species. Steady-state solutions for models with 1 to 3 species for the linear growth function

208

were explored using SageMathCloud and Collaborative Calculation in the Cloud (CoCalc). The

209

effects of the packaging of enzymes among species were investigated by comparing models

210

with generalists that express multiple enzymes to models with the same enzymes and values of

211

kinetic parameters present, but with each enzyme restricted to a different specialist species.

212
213
214

RESULTS

215

Does packaging of enzymes into species matter for functioning? One non-evolving generalist

216

I first consider a single non-evolving generalist that metabolises two input resources with

217

chemostat concentration S1 and S2. I assume that kinetic parameters of each enzyme are the

218

same as in the specialists but the generalist allocates a fraction E1 of its total enzyme to substrate

219

1 and E2 to substrate 2. Outcomes are more complicated than with two specialists because

220

dynamics of substrate 1 now also depend on the amount of growth on substrate 2 and vice versa.

221

If E1 = E2 = 0.5, the input concentrations of each substrate are equal, and both enzymes have

222

the same kinetic parameters, then 𝑆G? and 𝑆Gv are the same for the generalist as for the two
11
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223

specialists (Fig. 3A). In all other cases, solutions differ between the generalist and specialist

224

cases. For example, if E1 > E2, then 𝑆G? is reduced marginally compared to the specialist solution

225

(for 0.5 < E1 < 1.0, fig. 3B), whereas 𝑆Gv increases, reaching the input concentration Q2 when no

226

enzyme is allocated to substrate 2 (fig. 3B).

227

Figure 3 legend. Comparison of steady-state solutions with 2 input resources both metabolized

228

into a single waste product by either two specialists (X-axis) or one generalist species (Y-axes).

229

Each point represents a separate run with parameter values chosen from uniform distributions

230

(c=0.1 to 1, v=0.1 to 1, K=0.01 to 5, D=0.01 to 0.05, Q= random partition, i.e. broken stick,

231

of 10 between the two substrates, E = random partition of 1.0). Parameters were fixed to be

232

the same for substrate 1 and 2 except for the parameter varied in each panel as described in

233

titles. The same parameters were used for matching specialist and generalist runs represented

234

by a single point in order to compare the effects of enzyme packing into species. Simulations

235

ran for 2000 time units.

236
237

Other parameters have consistent effects: the more profitable substrate for growth (either higher

238

c or k, or lower m) is metabolised less by the generalist than by two specialists, whereas the less

239

profitable substrate is metabolised more (Fig. 3D,E,F). This is because growth generated by

240

metabolism of the more abundant resource increases total enzyme for the rarer resource, NE2,

241

above levels that could be sustained by a specialist; but devoting half the cellular enzyme to the

242

less abundant resource reduces metabolism of the more abundant substrate. In some cases, one

243

of the specialists cannot persist but a generalist can (vertical sequence of blue points at 𝑆Gv = 5,

244

fig. 3E), and in others specialists can persist but a generalist cannot (horizontal sequence of

245

points at 𝑆G? = 5, fig. 3E). Clearly the packaging of enzymes into different species alters

246

functioning in this simplest case. Similar results are obtained for a pathway in which substrate

12
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247

1 is metabolized into derived substrate 2, which itself can be metabolized for growth (Appendix,

248

fig. S2).

249
250

Does the packaging of enzymes into species matter? Two non-evolving generalists

251

The situation changes when 2 species coexist on 2 substrates. Now, irrespective of whether

252

there are 2 specialists, 2 generalists, or 1 specialist and 1 generalist, the steady-state

253

concentration of both substrates is the same as the specialist case, 𝑆G" = 𝐷/𝑐" 𝑣" , whenever both

254

species persist. The only change in metabolic functioning occurs if one or both species cannot

255

persist, in which case functioning is given by single-species solutions. Coexistence is

256

determined by the following threshold enzyme allocation for the 2-input model with linear

257

growth function (fig. 4):

258

𝐸Jz{|}z =

259

If one species devotes more enzyme to substrate 1 than this threshold (e.g. E11 > Ethresh) and the

260

other species devotes less enzyme to substrate 1 than the threshold (i.e. E12 < Ethresh), then the

261

species can coexist. When all enzyme parameters and input concentrations are the same for

262

both substrates, Ethresh is 0.5: one species needs to be more specialized on substrate 1 and the

263

other more specialized on substrate 2, but even a small divergence from 50:50 allocation is

264

sufficient for coexistence. Otherwise, if both species devote more enzyme to substrate 1 than

265

this threshold (E11 > Ethresh and E12 > Ethresh) then the species with the lowest allocation to

266

substrate 1, i.e. the more generalist, will persist alone, and functioning collapses back to the

267

single generalist case described in the previous section (fig S3). A similar but reverse outcome

268

occurs if both species devote more enzyme to substrate 2 (E11 < Ethresh and E12 < Ethresh, fig S3).

269

The conclusions also apply to a pathway with 1 input substrate and 1 derived substrate, to 3-

𝑐? 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄? − 𝑣v 𝐷
𝑐? 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄? + 𝑐v 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄v − 𝑣? 𝐷 − 𝑣v 𝐷

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 6
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270

species coexistence (Appendix), and to the model with a Monod growth function (fig S4).

271

Comparing 2 specialists with 2 generalists, functioning is therefore independent of how

272

enzymes are packaged among species as long as both species are able to persist in both cases.

273

Figure 4 legend. Evolutionary trajectories with 2 species and 2 input resources starting from

274

different enzyme allocations. Species 1 allocates enzyme to substrate 1 more than species 2

275

does (E11>=E12). (A) All parameters equal, v=0.5, c=0.5, Q1=Q2=5, D=0.02. (B) With

276

different starting densities, N1=0.5, N2=0.1. (C) With different conversion parameters, c1=1.0,

277

c2=0.5. In each case, species evolve towards a region of neutral equilibrium defined by the

278

threshold in equation 6, but the final enzyme allocation and densities depend on starting values.

279

The dark grey region also indicates the region of coexistence of 2 species for an ecological

280

model with no evolution. The lower light grey triangle indicates the region where species 1

281

alone persists and the upper light grey triangle indicates the region where species 2 alone

282

persists.

283
284
285

The effects of evolution in one and two species models

286

Steady-state solutions of the linear growth model can be obtained for a single generalist

287

evolving in its use of 2 input substrates according to equation 4.

288

𝑆G" =

𝐷
𝑐" 𝑣"

289

𝐸€? =

𝑐? 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄? − 𝑣v 𝐷
𝑐? 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄? + 𝑐v 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄v − 𝑣? 𝐷 − 𝑣v 𝐷

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 8

290

H=
𝑁

𝑐? 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄? + 𝑐v 𝑣? 𝑣v 𝑄v − 𝑣? 𝐷 − 𝑣v 𝐷
𝑣? 𝑣v

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 9

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 7
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291

Evolution therefore simplifies the solution compared to the non-evolving model and yields a

292

steady-state enzyme allocation with substrate solutions equivalent to 2 specialist species. The

293

species devotes more enzyme to the resource with the highest balance of growth yield and rate

294

(i.e. higher value of 𝑐" 𝑣" 𝑄" − 𝐷). A specialist on substrate 1 evolves when growth on substrate

295

2 is unsustainable (i.e. 𝐸€? = 1 when 𝑄v ≤ 𝐷/𝑐v 𝑣v as long as growth on substrate 1 is

296

sustainable, i.e. 𝑄? > 𝐷/𝑐? 𝑣? ). A specialist on substrate 2 evolves with the reverse conditions.

297

A similarly tractable result is obtained for a single generalist adapting to 1 input substrate 1 and

298

1 derived substrate: growth is sustained as long as growth on the input substrate is viable;

299

enzyme is always allocated to the derived substrate 2 as well for all viable solutions; and there

300

is an inherent benefit towards specializing on the input resource, even if the growth yield on

301

both substrates is equivalent (Appendix, see also [40]). [41] present general results for optimal

302

allocation of enzyme in a single species using metabolic control theory.

303

With two evolving species present, there is a region of neutral equilibrium meeting the criteria

304

for coexistence of two species outlined above: one species has E11 > Ethresh and E12 < Ethresh, the

305

other the opposite. Systems evolve towards enzyme allocations within the equilibrium region

306

determined by starting enzyme allocations and densities (fig. 4), and both species persist as

307

long as both substrates deliver sustainable growth. The outcome can either be partly

308

complementary generalists or one specialist and one generalist. Once at steady-state, all systems

309

deliver the same metabolic functioning as two specialists or a single optimal generalist,

310

irrespective of starting conditions. There is an eco-evolutionary interaction since the evolution

311

of species 1 depends on the starting density and enzyme allocation of species 2 and vice versa.

312

Once a solution with 𝑆? = 𝐷/𝑐? 𝑣? and 𝑆v = 𝐷/𝑐v 𝑣v is reached, the growth rate of a perfect

313

generalist species or two specialists invading at low frequency is 0, showing that the solution

314

is evolutionarily neutral (Appendix). Similar dynamics are observed for the 1 input, 1 derived

315

substrate model and for the model with Monod growth (fig S4).
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316

Evolution therefore facilitates coexistence of 2 generalists and reduces competitive extinction.

317

As a result, there is considerable functional redundancy since, within the bounds outlined above,

318

sets of species with different enzyme allocations can provide the same metabolic functioning.

319
320

Ecology, evolution and functioning in a decomposition pathway: 8 species, 11 substrates

321

To illustrate metabolic functioning of a more diverse community, I simulated communities with

322

8 species performing a decomposition pathway inspired by fermentation of indigestible

323

polysaccharides in the human colon (Fig. 5, [42]). Two input substrates (starch and inulin) are

324

degraded via linear pathways to a set of shared intermediates (lactate and the short-chain fatty

325

acid acetate) and 3 terminal metabolites (the short-chain fatty acids butyrate and propionate

326

plus waste gas, representing CO2 and methane, which I assume is not metabolized). Starch

327

enters at higher concentration than inulin (3 versus 2 units of concentration). The pathway could

328

also represent breakdown of two input resources (e.g. cellulose and chitin) by a soil or aquatic

329

bacteria community [43]. My aim is to investigate in theory how species packaging and

330

evolution affects functioning, rather than simulate a real pathway, which in the gut contains

331

many more steps [42].

332

Figure 5 legend. A decomposition pathway inspired by fermentation of indigestible

333

polysaccharides in the human gut by the microbiome. Simulations of the ecological model with

334

8 species were run in pairs: one version with a set of specialists degrading each input and

335

intermediate metabolite in turn and one version with generalists with random complementary

336

allocation of enzymes for each metabolic step among species (so that each enzyme summed to

337

1.0 across the set of species, and enzyme allocation summed to 1 within each species).

338

Parameter values were drawn from uniform distributions (between 0.13 to 1 for c, v and K

339

parameters, and between 0.01 to 0.05 for D). Values for each enzyme were the same within a
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340

specialist versus generalist pair of simulations, but varied among 1000 replicated runs of those

341

pairs. Red = higher steady-state concentrations of a metabolite for generalists than specialists,

342

on average across 1000 replicates. Blue = lower concentrations for generalists than specialists.

343

The thickness of arrows is proportional to the difference in average allocation of enzyme to

344

that step between the starting species of generalists and the final surviving species: values

345

ranged from 0.008 for starch to malto-oligosaccharides to -0.006 for fructo-oligosaccharide to

346

fructose.

347
348

Again, I randomly allocated enzyme among species so that starting inoculum contained the

349

same amount of each enzyme in every run. Enzyme parameters were chosen at random from

350

uniform distributions set to allow general persistence of the diverse system (c = 0.13 to 1, v =

351

0.13 to 1, K =0.13 to 1, D = 0.01 to 0.05) and Monod growth was used since analytical solutions

352

were unfeasible. I assumed that both steps out of a branching point in the network have the

353

same rate parameters and yields, and starting species using that metabolite were allocated equal

354

amounts of each enzyme (e.g. 33% of enzyme breaking down lactate is assigned to each of the

355

three breakdown steps to produce propionate, butyrate and acetate in turn).

356

Ecological model - With the chosen range of parameter values, all 8 species survived in most

357

runs of the ecological model with specialists (874/1000, average number of species surviving

358

= 7.8 ± 0.8 sd). With generalists, fewer species survived: only rarely did all 8 species survive

359

(40/1000, average number of species surviving = 5.3 ± 1.3 sd). The most abundant species

360

comprised an average 42±12% of total bacterial yield in the generalist communities versus

361

24±6% of yield in the specialist communities. Surviving species on average allocated more

362

enzyme to the starch input pathway than starting species, because of the higher influx

363

concentration of starch than inulin, and to acetate degradation, because more energy flows
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364

through acetate than other intermediates in this pathway (arrow thickness, Fig 5). Survivors

365

were also marginally more distinct from each other in enzyme allocations (mean pairwise

366

Euclidean distance higher in 622/1000 cases, 2.8% higher on average) and slightly more

367

specialist (mean allocation to leading enzyme higher in 573/1000 cases, 1.8% higher on

368

average) than the starting species.

369

The steady-state of input and intermediate substrates was on average lower for the generalist

370

community than for the specialist community (colour shading Fig. 5, fig. S5). In contrast, the

371

concentration of terminal metabolites was on average higher for generalists as was total

372

bacterial biomass (higher for generalist communities than specialist communities in 857/1000

373

cases, 5.8% higher on average, fig. S5). Together this indicates that the whole pathway ran at a

374

faster rate with generalists than specialists: generalists sustained higher community-level

375

concentrations of enzymes for less profitable steps than specialist communities could.

376

Transient dynamics also varied (fig. S6). On average, the generalist communities took 72%

377

longer to reach steady-state for input substrates than specialist communities but were 20%

378

quicker to produce terminal substrates. This occurred because growth on the input substrates

379

increases concentrations of enzymes for later substrates in the generalist community, whereas

380

specialists on later substrates only grow once those substrates are present in high abundance.

381

Evolutionary model - Allowing species to evolve changes the outcomes. Now 8 species

382

survived in nearly all runs (998/1000) and metabolic functioning converged towards the

383

corresponding specialist run (fig. 6, fig. S7). Exceptions arose when not all specialist species

384

could survive, i.e. because one step did not yield sufficient energy to outgrow dilution rate. The

385

evolving generalists retained some enzyme allocation to those substrates because they do

386

provide energy for growth, just not enough to sustain a specialist. In many of those cases, all 8

387

species evolved to have near identical phenotypes, i.e. the optimum allocation for a single
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388

species utilizing this pathway (Fig. S8). Even when 8 functionally divergent species survived

389

(905/1000 runs) species tended to converge in enzyme allocation patterns (mean pairwise

390

Euclidean distance 0.29±0.06sd versus 0.41±0.04sd for surviving generalists in the ecological

391

model).

392

Figure 6 legend. Simulations of the simplified gut pathway starting with 8 species. In each plot,

393

the value for the generalist community is the Y axis and the value for the matching specialist

394

community is the X axis. The top row (A to E) shows results for the ecological model and the

395

bottom row (F to J) shows results for the evolutionary model. An example of an input substrate

396

(S1, starch, A, F), intermediate substrate on input pathway (S5, glucose, B, G), intermediate

397

substrate on converging pathway (S8, acetate, C, H) and terminal substrate (S10, butyrate, D,

398

I), and the total bacterial biomass (E, J) are shown. Blue = more species survive in specialist

399

run; yellow = same number of species survive; red = more species survive in generalist run.

400

Each point represents a separate run with parameters chosen from uniform distributions (0.13

401

to 1 for c, v and K parameters, 0.01 to 0.05 for D, E of each species = random partition of 1.0

402

for the generalist model), which were the same for each enzyme for the matched specialist and

403

generalist versions of each run. Simulations ran for 20000 time units, with 1000 replicated runs.

404
405

Evolutionary outcomes depend on the trade-off between specialism and generalism - The above

406

models assume a linear trade-off that a generalist with equal allocation to two enzymes grows

407

half as fast on each substrate (when in excess) as a specialist. To investigate the effect of

408

stronger trade-offs, I introduced a parameter a, which I term the cost of generalism. Now the

409

rate of metabolism for each reaction becomes

410

𝐽"#$ =

𝑣"#$ (𝐸"#$ )„ 𝑆"
)𝐾"#$ + 𝑆" ,

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 10
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411

and the selection gradient for enzyme ijk becomes

412

so a>1 causes a concave trade-off and the growth rate on each substrate is lower than with a

413

linear trade-off. This reflects a cost of generalism, for example maintaining the machinery to

414

express different enzymes, that increases as more enzymes are present.

415

A concave trade-off switches the balance towards specialism. Consequently, non-evolving

416

generalist communities now display worse overall metabolic functioning than specialists, with

417

higher concentrations of input and intermediate substrates and lower concentrations of terminal

418

products (fig. 7, S9). Evolution now improves functioning relative to a non-evolving

419

community of generalists (fig. S10), and species diverge in their enzyme profiles (fig. 8).

420

Simulations started with specialists remained as strict specialists rather than converging as they

421

did with a linear trade-off. The evolving community did not reach the level of functioning of a

422

community of strict specialists, however, over the timescale of the simulations. There remain

423

constraints therefore in reaching enzyme allocations across species that deliver optimum

424

community-level functioning.

425

Figure 7 legend. Average values of measures of functioning across trials with a linear trade-

426

off for generalists (a=1) versus a concave trade-off (a=2). A) Mean concentration of substrate

427

1, i.e. input starch. Higher values = less efficient degradation. B) Mean concentration of

428

substrate 10, i.e. butyrate, a beneficial terminal product. Values are shown for non-evolving

429

generalists (dark grey), evolving generalists (mid grey) and evolving communities that started

430

as specialists (light grey). Parameter values assigned as described in figure 6. Standard errors

431

across 1000 replicate runs are shown.

432

Figure 8 legend. Evolution of enzyme allocations across the 8 species for one exemplar run

433

over the first 2000 time steps with a linear trade-off for generalists (a=1) or a concave tradeoff

434

(a=2). The run started in both cases with a generalist community. Each colour represents the

)be\† c‡e ,

. In a generalist, all E<1 and
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435

proportion of enzyme allocated to metabolizing a different substrate (labels under a=2

436

correspond to labels of substrates on pathway in figure 5). With a concave trade-off, species

437

evolve to be more specialists (more of one colour) and partition resources (species tend to have

438

different colours). Species 2 went extinct within the first 2000 time steps with a=2. Parameter

439

values were assigned as described in figure 6, just one exemplar run shown.

440
441

DISCUSSION

442

The packaging of traits into species was important for overall functioning. A community of

443

generalists functions differently from a community of specialists, because packaging introduces

444

constraints on outcomes. Generalist communities can sustain metabolic steps that are not

445

profitable enough for a specialist to grow faster than dilution, but in doing so generalist species

446

lose out from additional growth on more profitable substrates. Transient dynamics also depend

447

on enzyme packaging: generalist communities are slower to respond to an initial excess of input

448

substrate, but quicker to perform linear decomposition pathways because enzyme levels for

449

later steps are ‘primed’ by earlier ones.

450

Nonetheless, the models also predict considerable functional redundancy. Functioning

451

converged on the same outcome whenever enzyme concentrations were able to reach optimum

452

system-level concentrations: either by ecological changes in species densities or evolution of

453

enzyme allocations. A range of species densities and evolutionary endpoints yielded the same

454

metabolic functioning: there were multiple ways of packaging enzymes to yield identical

455

functioning. There are reasons to suspect, however, that real communities are less redundant

456

than found here. First, functional redundancy was only extensive when there was a weak cost

457

to generalism (i.e. a linear trade-off). Second, I assumed that an enzyme’s kinetic parameters

458

are the same irrespective of which species it is found in. If some species have faster reactions
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459

or lower saturation constants than others, this would shift competition in their favour. Third, I

460

assumed that all species can evolve all patterns of enzyme allocation, which is unlikely. It is

461

therefore likely that species matter even more in real communities than found here.

462

Evolution generally resulted in a less productive community that yielded lower levels of end

463

products than a non-evolving community of generalists, when a linear trade-off for generalism

464

was assumed. With a concave trade-off, evolution now improved metabolic functioning relative

465

to the non-evolving generalist case, but it still did not always lead to perfect specialism, which

466

yielded the best overall metabolic pathway rate in these conditions. These results generate

467

predictions of when evolution should improve or reduce functioning of a set of species

468

encountering a new environment, which depends on starting phenotypes as well as the selection

469

gradients on changing enzyme profiles. They also confirm that optimum functioning of the

470

whole community need not be selected for within species [26]. Models based on assuming

471

optimality of the whole system might not be applicable to species communities: instead, models

472

are needed that explicitly consider dynamics and progress towards final states.

473

The model incorporates eco-evolutionary interactions [44-46]. Species evolution depended on

474

the traits of other species, and species densities were affected by evolution. I only modelled one

475

mutation rate here, but because starting conditions affected final outcomes, the speed of

476

evolution would change the outcome (e.g. lengthening or shortening trajectories in fig. 4). In

477

the model with a linear trade-off for generalists, species tended to converge in trait values.

478

Again, this likely reflects the frugal approach to parameters and broad equivalence of species

479

except enzyme allocation. All species experienced the same selection pressure at each time

480

based on resource availability, but outcomes differed because of different starting phenotypes.

481

If species differed in enzyme kinetic parameters as well, then selection pressures would vary

482

across species and lead to a wider range of outcomes.
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483

How do these predictions compare to experimental evidence? Gravel et al. [47] evolved a set

484

of species to be either more specialist or more generalist in turn and then constructed

485

communities from them. The generalist communities displayed greater productivity than

486

specialist communities (measured over 72 hours, which was too short for further evolution,

487

hence equivalent to non-evolving simulations), which matches predictions here for the linear

488

trade-off for generalism.

489

There is also some evidence for species evolving towards convergent resource use. Foster and

490

Bell [48] found that random pairs of wild species isolated from tree-hole communities tend to

491

have negative interactions indicative of overlapping resource use. These findings presented a

492

paradox as to how species coexist in nature. One answer is that many other environmental

493

parameters vary spatially or temporally and species grow differentially with respect to those.

494

The model presents an alternative: species coexist in a near neutral equilibrium shaped by

495

evolutionary responses to resource competition. Four studies of coevolving species in

496

laboratory microcosms, however, find results more consistent with a concave resource trade-

497

off: species evolved resource partitioning over time leading to increased community

498

productivity [27, 43, 49, 50].

499

Clearly more quantitative evaluation is required to investigate such cases. The models do not

500

currently match experiments in detail. I assumed unusual starting conditions that

501

complementary generalists are present, in order to investigate the effects of species packaging

502

while holding other variables constant. This assumption is unrealistic for arbitrary starting

503

species. Another difference is that I assumed constant resource supply whereas experiments

504

used serial transfer or growth in batch, which causes fluctuating levels of input versus derived

505

resources [30]. These modifications could be investigated in future.
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506

The model provides guidance for predicting microbial functioning from genome data. Under

507

most conditions, single cell genomics or long-read sequencing technology would be needed to

508

infer which genes are found together within genomes; a metagenomics gene-level approach

509

would not be sufficient to infer overall function. More challenging still, replicates show that

510

functioning depends greatly on quantitative parameter values, not just enzyme presence or

511

absence. Genome data do not readily yield estimates of kinetic parameters for enzymes.

512

In principle, the model could be parameterised for quantitative predictions. Species’ growth

513

rates can be measured on media of each substrate to estimate kinetic and conversion parameters.

514

RNA sequencing could reveal which enzymes are expressed during growth on complex media

515

[51]. Selection experiments in monocultures could estimate rates of evolution and genetic

516

correlations between use of alternative resources [52]. A parameterised model could then be

517

simulated to see if it predicts responses in an experimental community, followed by exploration

518

of extra processes needed to improve model fit. Alternatively, with whole communities, a

519

combination of modelling, experimental perturbation [53], and time series of genomic,

520

transcriptomic and metabolic data [54, 55] could be used to estimate key dynamic quantities.

521

For example, does a non-evolving model parameterised at an early time-point adequately

522

predict dynamics at a later time point or is evolution of species traits needed to explain later

523

dynamics?

524

To conclude, although there are theoretical scenarios in which packaging of enzymes makes

525

little difference to overall functioning (specifically with evolution and a linear trade-off), it is

526

more likely that the packaging of enzymes among species does effect overall functioning.

527

Species-based ecological and evolutionary models are vital in order to track bacterial dynamics

528

and functioning and to design interventions for enhancing beneficial functions.

529
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719

SUPPORTING INFORMATION CAPTIONS

720

Appendix – additional explanation and derivation of the model

721

Figure S1. For a linear pathway of 4 specialists degrading a single input resource: (A) the

722

amount of substrate 1 degraded per unit time, i.e. D(Q1-𝑆G? ); (B) The amount of each derived

723

substrate produced per unit time, which is D𝑆G" below the threshold for washout of species i and

724

D(Q1- Yi) above the threshold. Parameter values were: input substrate concentration, Q1 = 0.5

725

(in D and E); all v = 0.2; all K = 1; values of c chosen from a normal distribution with mean 1

726

and sd 0.2, = 1.56, 0.80, 0.89, 1.45 for each reaction in turn. Note the maximum production rate

727

of substrate 2 (orange) occurs at a higher dilution rate than the threshold for persistence of

728

species 2 (which is at the inflection point on the orange curve), but for all other substrates the

729

optimum dilution rate is at the threshold for persistence of the corresponding species.

730

Figure S2. Comparison of steady-state solutions with 1 input and 1 derived substrate

731

metabolized by either two specialists (X-axis) or one generalist species (Y-axes). Each point

732

represents a separate run with parameter values chosen from uniform distributions (c=0.1 to 1,

733

v=0.1 to 1, K=0.01 to 5, D=0.01 to 2, E = random partition of 1.0). Input concentration of

734

substrate 1 was held fixed at 5 units. Parameters were fixed to be the same for substrate 1 and

735

2 except for the parameter varied in each panel as described in titles. The same parameters were

736

used for matching specialist and generalist runs represented by a single point in order to

737

compare the effects of enzyme packing into species. Simulations ran for 2000 time units.

738

Figure S3. Simulations of a model with 2 input substrates and 2 species. Steady-state

739

concentrations of substrate 1 (A) and 2 (B) for 2 specialists (x-axis) versus 2 generalists (y-

740

axis). Red = just species 1 survives; blue = just species 2 survives; black = both species survive.

741

Species 1 is defined as the species allocating most enzyme to substrate 1, i.e. E11>E12. Steady-

742

state concentrations for substrates 1 (C) and 2 (D) when the generalist species are able to evolve

743

during the simulation. Each point represents a separate run with parameter values chosen from

744

uniform distributions (c=0.13 to 1, v=0.13 to 1, D=0.01 to 0.05, E = random partition of 1.0).

745

Simulations ran for 20000 time units.

746

Figure S4. Simulations of a model with 1 input and 1 derived substrate and 2 species. Steady-

747

state concentrations of substrate 1 (A) and 2 (B) for 2 specialists (x-axis) versus 2 generalists

748

(y-axis). Red = just species 1 survives; blue = just species 2 survives; black = both species
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749

survive. Species 1 is defined as the species allocating most enzyme to substrate 1, i.e. E11>E12.

750

Steady-state concentrations for substrates 1 (C) and 2 (D) when the generalist species are able

751

to evolve during the simulation. Each point represents a separate run with parameter values

752

chosen from uniform distributions (c=0.13 to 1, v=0.13 to 1, D=0.01 to 0.05, E = random

753

partition of 1.0). Simulations ran for 20000 time units.

754

Figure S5. Simulations of the ecological model of the simplified gut pathway starting with 8

755

species. Steady-state concentrations of substrates and biomass for specialists (x-axis) versus

756

non-evolving generalists (y-axis). Blue = more species survive in specialist run; yellow = same

757

number of species survive; red = more species survive in generalist run. Each point represents

758

a separate run with parameter values chosen from uniform distributions (c=0.13 to 1, v=0.13 to

759

1, d=0.01 to 0.05, E = random partition of 1.0). Simulations ran for 20000 time units.

760

Figure S6. An example of transient dynamics in substrate concentrations of a corresponding

761

generalist (solid lines) and specialist (dashed lines) community for a linear pathway of 3 species.

762

Similar outcomes were observed for the 8-species community but a 3-species systems is shown

763

here for clearer visualization. Parameter values for this example: c1=0.20, c2=0.33, c3=0.23,

764

v1=0.28, v2=0.57, v3=0.24, D=0.045, Q1=6, species 1 E11=0.04, E21=0.36, E31=0.60, species 2

765

E12=0.65, E22=0.01, E32=0.34, species 3 E13=0.32, E23=0.63, E33=0.05.

766

Figure S7. Simulations of the simplified gut pathway starting with 8 species. Steady-state

767

concentrations of substrates and biomass for specialists (x-axis) versus evolving generalists (y-

768

axis). Blue = more species survive in specialist run; yellow = same number of species survive;

769

red = more species survive in generalist run. Each point represents a separate run with parameter

770

values chosen from uniform distributions (c=0.13 to 1, v=0.13 to 1, D=0.01 to 0.05, E = random

771

partition of 1.0). Simulations ran for 20000 time units.

772

Figure S8. The mean Euclidean distance for enzyme allocation between species at the start of

773

each run and at the end of the run allowing species to evolve. Red = not all specialists survived

774

in the specialist run. Yellow = same number of species survived in the specialist and evolving

775

generalist runs. The 1:1 line is shown: in every run, the species are more similar in their enzyme

776

profile by the end than at the start.

777

Figure S9. Simulations of the ecological model of the simplified gut pathway starting with 8

778

species and a cost of generalism exponent a=2, i.e. a concave trade-off for generalism. Steady-

779

state concentrations of substrates and biomass for specialists (x-axis) versus non-evolving
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780

generalists (y-axis). Blue = more species survive in specialist run; yellow = same number of

781

species survive; red = more species survive in generalist run. Each point represents a separate

782

run with parameter values chosen from uniform distributions (c=0.13 to 1, v=0.13 to 1, D=0.01

783

to 0.05, E = random partition of 1.0). Simulations ran for 20000 time units.

784

Figure S10. Simulations of the evolutionary model of the simplified gut pathway starting with

785

8 species and a cost of generalism exponent a=2, i.e. a concave trade-off for generalism. Steady-

786

state concentrations of substrates and biomass for specialists (x-axis) versus evolving

787

generalists (y-axis). Blue = more species survive in specialist run; yellow = same number of

788

species survive; red = more species survive in generalist run. Each point represents a separate

789

run with parameter values chosen from uniform distributions (c=0.13 to 1, v=0.13 to 1, D=0.01

790

to 0.05, E = random partition of 1.0). Simulations ran for 20000 time units.

791
792
793
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